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What happened 

next?

Watch and listen to the story,  'On the 

Way Home', read by Mrs Davies.

Throughout the book, Claire creates

different stories to explain how she hurt 

her knee (but rightly, tells the truth in 

the end!).

The intention of this narrative activity is to create other stories, which explain how 

Claire hurt her knee.  We're going to let our imaginations run wild!
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INSTRUCTIONS: STEP 1

First, choose one of each story component, from the following pages. 

For example:

When?  =  on her birthday

Who?  =   a mouse

Where? = at home

What happened next? = a mouse was in one of her presents...she was 
frightened...jumped onto her chair...the chair broke...Claire fell off.
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INSTRUCTIONS: STEP 2

Then, use these components to help create a story, which tells us 
what happened to Claire. For example:

On her birthday, Claire had a party at home.  She was opening one 
of her presents, when suddenly a little mouse jumped out.  Claire 
was so frightened, that she jumped onto her chair, but the chair 
broke and Claire fell down to the floor.  THAT'S how Claire hurt 
her knee! 
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When ?
When did Claire hurt her knee?

Christmas time

play time

Halloween

summer time

birthday

dinner (or lunch) time

bath time

winter time

story time

breakfast time

bed (or night) time

Bonfire night
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Where ?
Where was she when she hurt her knee?

school

train /railway station

church

shop

fairground

fire station

swimming pool

woods or forestbeach

castle

farm

home

cafe

zoo
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Who ?
Who else was involved?

dragon
bear

ghost

monster (or 
the Gruffalo)

mouse
shark

witch

giant

alien

pirate
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What happened 

next?

Decide what happens 
in your story. 

Then finish your story 
with the line:  

THAT'S how Claire hurt 
her knee! 
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EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:

 Write and illustrate your version of how Claire hurt her knee.
When illustrating your story, you could do it in the same style as the book, in 
three think bubbles.

            

Set the scene. Show the main action.
Finish with a picture 
of Claire, with her 
poorly knee.
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